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Switchable Primaries Using Shiftable Layers of Color Filter Arrays
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Figure 1: Left: The CMY mode of our camera provides a superior SNR over a RGB camera when capturing a dark scene (top) and the
RGB mode provides superior SNR over CMY camera when capturing a lighted scene. To demonstrate this, each image is marked with its
quantitative SNR on the top left. Right: The RGBCY mode of our camera provides better color fidelity than a RGB or CMY camera for
colorful scene (top). The ∆E deviation in CIELAB space of each of these images from a ground truth (captured using SOC-730 hyperspectral
camera) is encoded as grayscale images with error statistics (mean, maximum and standard deviation) provided at the bottom of each image.
Note the close match between the image captured with our camera and the ground truth.

Abstract1

We present a camera with switchable primaries using shiftable lay-2

ers of color filter arrays (CFAs). By layering a pair of CMY CFAs in3

this novel manner, we can switch between multiple sets of color pri-4

maries (namely RGB, CMY and RGBCY) in the same camera. In5

contrast to having fixed color primaries (like RGB or CMY) which6

cannot provide optimal image quality for all scene conditions, our7

camera with switchable primaries provide optimal image quality in8

terms of color fidelity and signal to noise ratio for multiple scene9

conditions.10

Next, we show that the same concept can be used to layer two RGB11

CFAs to design a camera that can switch between low dynamic12

range (LDR) and high dynamic range (HDR) modes. Further, we13

show that such layering of CFAs can be generalized as a constrained14

satisfaction problem (CSP) allowing us to constrain a large number15

of parameters (e.g. different operational modes, amount and direc-16

tion of the shifts, placement of the primaries in the CFA) to provide17

an optimal solution.18

We investigate several practical design options for shifting and lay-19

ering of the CFAs. Finally, we demonstrate these by building pro-20

totype cameras for both switchable primaries and switchable LDR21

and HDR modes.22

To the best of our knowledge, we present, for the first time, the23

concept of shiftable layers of CFAs that can provide a new degree24

of freedom in photography where multiple operational modes are25

available to the user in a single camera for optimizing the picture26

quality based on the nature of the scene geometry, color and illumi-27

nation.28

Keywords: computational photography, color filters, capture noise29

1 Introduction30

Camera consumers are forced to live with several trade-offs orig-31

inating from conflicting demands on the quality. For example,32

broad-band filters (e.g. CMY), being more light efficient than33

narrow-band filters (e.g. RGB), are desired for scenes with low34

illumination (e.g. night/dark scenes). But, they have lower color fi-35

delity. Further, demultiplexing RGB values from the captured CMY36

values can result in more noise in brighter scenes. Hence, narrow-37

band filters are desired for scenes with high illumination (e.g. day-38

light/bright scenes). However, since current cameras come with39

fixed RGB or CMY color filter arrays or CFAs, users have to accept40

sub-optimal image quality either for dark or bright scenes. Sim-41

ilarly, faithful capture of colorful scenes demand more than three42

primaries that trades off the spatial resolution making it not suitable43

for architectural scenes with detailed patterns and facades. How-44

ever, since current cameras come with a fixed number of primaries,45

users cannot change the spatial and spectral resolution as demanded46

by the scene conditions.47

Main Contributions: We present a technique of layering of a pair48

of color filter arrays (CFAs) with precise relative shifts between49

them to achieve, for the first time, cameras with multiple opera-50

tional modes where both the number and transmittance of the pri-51

maries can be changed. The user will thus have the liberty to cater52

the primaries towards specific scene conditions. Following are our53

main contributions.54

1. We present the first camera that can switch to three sets of color55

primaries on demand. By using different relative shifts during the56

layering of the pair of CFAs, both the number and the transmittance57

of the primaries can be changed (Figure 2) to provide a camera58

with three different capture modes: RGB, CMY and RGBCY mode59

respectively (Section 2).60

2. We extend the concept of shiftable layers of CFAs beyond61

switchable primaries showing that when applied to a different kind62

of CFA, it provides a camera that can switch between low dynamic63

range (LDR) and high dynamic range (HDR) modes (Section 3).64

3. Next, we show that the general problem of finding the desired65

patterns and shifts of the CFAs to achieve predefined switchable66

operational modes can be posed as a constraint satisfaction problem67

(CSP)(Section 4). We show the utility of this general framework68

to design an add-on device for existing LDR color cameras that69
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Figure 2: Two CMY CFAs before shifting(a), after shifting the top layer one tile to the right(b), and after shifting the top layer by another tile
in the vertical direction. The combinations of the layers, shown in the bottom, result in CMY(a), RGB(b), and RGBCMY(c) modes respectively.

provide an additional HDR capability.70

4. We present a quantitative cost-benefit analysis to show the bene-71

fits of a camera with switchable primaries: (a) when operated in72

the RGBCY mode, significantly superior color fidelity than tra-73

ditional fixed RGB or CMY cameras is achieved (Section 5.1);74

and (b) the availability of both CMY and RGB color primaries in75

the same camera results in optimal SNR, for both dark and bright76

scenes (Section 5.2). Though layering CFAs marginally trades off77

the overall spectral transmittance of each primary, the benefits far78

overweigh this small shortcoming.79

5. Finally, we propose several practical design options to embed80

such shiftable layers of CFAs in real cameras for multiple switch-81

able operational modes (Section 6). We demonstrate the feasibility82

of such designs via rudimentary prototypes.83

Related Work: Many different types of fixed CFAs have been in-84

vented and manufactured for photography [Lukac 2008], the most85

popular being the Bayer CFA [Bayer 1976]. [Yamagami et al.86

1994; Gindele and Gallagher 2002; Susanu 2009; Hirakawa and87

Wolfe 2008; Kumar et al. 2009] use RGBW CFAs with white filter88

elements to sense more light than cameras with traditional Bayer89

CFAs. Fixed CFAs with more than three colors have been proposed90

to capture multispectral images [Shogenji et al. 2004; Baone and91

Qi 2006] sacrificing the spatial resolution for higher spectral reso-92

lution. These provide much higher color fidelity, but are still less93

accurate than an order of magnitude more expensive hyperspectral94

cameras. In contrast to all these works on fixed color primaries,95

our work is the first one that presents switchable color primaries by96

shiftable layers of CFAs.97

On the other hand, our work supplements an earlier set of work98

on computational color in photography. Dynamic modification of99

spectral transmittance has been proposed in agile-spectrum imag-100

ing [Mohan et al. 2008] by using of diffraction grating. In a com-101

pletely orthogonal domain, limited flexibility in color primaries has102

been explored via tunable sensors [Langfelder et al. 2009]. These103

sensors do not require CFAs to capture color images. Instead, each104

wavelength is captured at a different depth of the sensor. The ab-105

sorbtion depth can be changed by applying an electrical voltage to106

the sensor. Therefore, the spectral-bands that are sensed at each107

depth can be tuned slightly. This allows for limited flexibility in the108

amount of overlap between the spectral response of the eye (CIE109

primaries for the standard observer) and that of the sensors, leading110

to a little higher color fidelity. However, this only allows a small111

shift in the spectral transmittance of the narrow band primaries, but112

cannot achieve a completely different number of primaries with en-113

tirely different spectral transmissivity as is possible in our camera.114

2 Camera with Switchable Primaries115

We achieve switchable color primaries by layering a pair of color116

filter arrays (CFAs) that can be shifted precisely relative to each117

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Spectral transmittance of our primaries in (a)CMY mode,
(b) RGB mode, and (c) RGBCY mode. In (c), the narrow band cyan
and yellow are computed from the broad band CMY filters in (a)
and the narrow band RGB filters in (b). (d) Spectral transmittance
of the RGB channels demultiplexed from the CMY mode.

other. For this we use a pair of CMY CFAs (Figure 2(a)), where118

each row repeats the C, M, and Y tiles. But odd rows start with119

C while even rows start with M. This results in the repetition of a120

3×2 pattern of CMY tiles (Figure 2(a)).121

When two such CMY CFAs are superimposed with no shift, tiles122

with similar spectral transmittance coincide and the combined ef-123

fect is that of a CMY CFA, whose spectral transmittance is shown124

in 3(a). However, if the top layer is shifted by one tile horizontally,125

each C tile of the top layer superimposes a M tile of the bottom126

layer resulting in a B tile. Similarly, M and Y tiles of the top layer127

superimpose Y and C tiles on the bottom layer resulting in G and128

R tiles respectively. The spectral transmittance of these are shown129

in Figure 3(b). Therefore, with such a horizontal shift, this layered130

CFA is similar to an RGB CFA except for the first and last columns131

(Figure 2(b)). Finally, if the top layer is now shifted by another132

tile vertically (Figure 2(c)), in the odd numbered rows the C tiles133

superimpose Y tiles, and similarly M tiles superimpose C tiles and134

Y tiles superimpose M tiles, resulting in RGB tiles as before. But,135

in the even numbered rows the M tiles from the top layer super-136

impose with M tiles from the bottom layer, Y with Y and C with137

C resulting in broad-band CMY tiles (Figure 2(c)). Interestingly,138

we can compute narrow band cyan and yellow primaries, Cn and139

Yn, where Cn = C−B−G and Yn = Y −R−G (Figure 3(c)). But,140

since M is very close to R+B (Figure 3(c)), we cannot similarly141

extract a sixth non-overlapping primary. This results in a capture142

mode with five almost non-overlapping primaries, namely R, G, B,143
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Spectral transmittance of the R, G, B, Ch, Mh, Yh
channels. (b) Zoomed-in view of the spectral transmittance of the
Ch, Mh, and Yh channels. The zoomed-in view shows that the RGB
channels extracted from Ch, Mh, and Yh are similar to the LDR RGB
channels but are considerably less sensitive to light.

(a) (b)

X-Shift by 2

Figure 5: Left: Two Layers of RGB CFA superimposed on each
other. Right: The top layer is shifted 2 tiles to the right. After the
shift the tiles that overlap with similar tiles work as RGB filters and
the rest work as low transmittance CMY filters.

Cn and Yn, leading to a five primary mode – RGBCY. Thus, we144

achieve three different sets of color primaries in the same camera:145

(a) RGB, (b)CMY, and (c) RGBCY.146

Our camera with switchable color primaries has several advantages147

over cameras with fixed RGB or CMY CFAs. Narrow band fixed148

RGB CFAs mimic the human eye, but do not have the desired light149

efficiency to provide a good signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for dark150

scenes. Wide band fixed CMY CFAs (Figure 3(a)), on the other151

hand, provide much better SNR for dark scenes. However, images152

need to be converted to the more common RGB format using de-153

multiplexing computations of R = M+Y −C, G = Y +C−M and154

B = C +M−Y . These computations introduce greater noise for155

bright scenes. Further, the effective spectral transmittance profiles156

of the R, G, B channels following this computation (Figure 3(d)) can157

be negative leading to lower color fidelity due to clamping artifacts158

[Cao and Kot 2008]. Thus, while CMY cameras are better for dark159

scenes, RGB cameras are preferred for bright scenes. In summary,160

our camera can provide optimal SNR by capturing dark scenes in161

the CMY mode and bright scenes in the RGB mode; and can also162

provide significantly higher color fidelity for colorful scenes in the163

RGBCY mode.164

We have demonstrated and evaluated the superior color fidelity and165

optimal SNR achieved by our camera using empirical results (Sec-166

tion 5) obtained from multiple prototypes designed and built in our167

lab (Section 6).168

3 Camera with Switchable Dynamic Range169

The same concept of shiftable layers of CFAs can be used to cre-170

ate different operational modes, beyond just switchable primaries.171

When creating switchable primaries, we considered layers of CMY172

CFAs. Now, let us consider RGB filters that have a small transmit-173

tance over the entire spectrum (Figure 4a) in addition to the peaks174

in the R, G, and B regions respectively. In this scenario, superimpo-175

sition of unlike filters – i.e. B and G, R and B, or R and G – result176

in very low transmittance cyan, magenta and yellow filters, Ch, Mh177

and Yh, respectively.178

Let us now consider two layers of RGB CFAs (Figure 5). Before179

shifting, similar tiles superimpose (Figure 5a) resulting in a low180

dynamic range (LDR) capture mode. But, with a relative horizon-181

tal shift of 2 tiles (Figure 5b) we get a column of RGB filters and182

another column of CMY filters with very low transmittance that183

are sensitive to a higher range of brightness. Hence, in this mode,184

we can capture high dynamic range (HDR) image while marginally185

trading off the spatial resolution. Thus, we now get a camera which186

can switch between LDR and HDR capture modes. We describe187

prototypes for such a camera and results thereof in Section 6 and 5.188

4 A General Framework189

In general, we can pose the problem of designing appropriate CFA190

patterns and their relative shifts as a constraint satisfaction problem191

(CSP). We impose constraints on the combinations of the primaries192

and their proportions in each capture mode which are then solved193

by a CSP solver to return the patterns for both the CFAs.194

Let us assume p different tiles/filters, Fk,1≤ k≤ p. For example, in195

the context of Figure 2, there are 6 different tiles, (C,M,Y,R,G,B).196

First, we define the set of valid combinations of the tiles that can be197

used in the design. This is a set, V , of 3-tuples that define the tile198

in the top layer, bottom layer, and their combination. For figure 2,199

V = {(M,Y,R),(Y,C,G),(C,M,B),(C,C,C),(M,M,M),(Y,Y,Y )}.200

In all the examples in this paper, switching the first two elements201

of the 3-tuple also result in valid combinations, but we omit those202

3-tuples for compact representation. Next, for each capture mode,203

we define the desired proportion of each primary in the final com-204

bination. We assume m capture modes. For each mode l,1≤ l ≤m,205

we define as a p-tuple, Ml , which specifies the proportions of tile206

Fk in mode l. For Figure 2, M1 = ( 1
3 ,

1
3 ,

1
3 ,0,0,0), and defines the207

CMY mode; M2 = (0,0,0, 1
3 ,

1
3 ,

1
3 ) and defines the RGB mode; and208

finally M3 = ( 1
6 ,

1
6 ,

1
6 ,

1
6 ,

1
6 ,

1
6 ) and defines the RGBCMY mode.209

In order to find the CFA patterns, the CSP solver starts the search210

from the smallest possible number of tiles that can fit all the desired211

proportions defined by Mls. Among different sizes with the same212

number of tiles, it starts the search from the one which is closest to213

a square in shape. Lets assume the size of the pattern is (nx,ny).214

Lets define the tiles of the top and bottom layers as T (i, j), and215

B(i, j) respectively, where 0≤ i < nx,0≤ j < ny. The combination216

of the layers, however, depends on the additional parameters of the217

direction and magnitude of the relative shift between the two lay-218

ers. Therefore the solver also iterates on the possible shifts starting219

from the smallest one. Let us assume for mode l the shift is de-220

fined by (xl ,yl) and the superposition of the two layers as Sl(i, j).221

Consequently, we enforce the following combination constraints:222

(T ((i+ xl) mod nx,( j+ yl) mod ny),B(i, j),Sl(i, j)) ∈V (1)

Further, we also impose proportion constraints for each filter Fk223

assuring that its total number in the combined layer for mode l con-224

firms to Ml . This constraint is as follows.225

∑
i j
(Sl(i, j) == Fk) = Ml(k)nxny (2)

226 Since each of the above constraints only affects a few vari-227

ables, they can be efficiently solved by standard CSP solvers.228

In addition to these, we can also impose constraints on the229

amount and direction of the shift. For example, for a switchable230

CMY/RGB/RGBCMY camera, if we impose an additional con-231

straint to limit the shift only in the horizontal direction, the CSP232

solver fails to find a pattern with only 6 tiles. However, after in-233

creasing the size of the pattern, it finds the 4×3 pattern in Figure 6234

where the CMY, RGB and RGBCY modes are achieved by 0, 1 and235

2 tiles horizontal shift respectively.236

Further, we can impose constraints on one of the layers to have a237

specific pattern. For example, if we desire to build a switchable238
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(a) (b) (c)

X-Shift by 1 X-Shift by 1 

(d) (e)

X-Shift by 1

Figure 6: Results returned by CSP solver. (a),(b), and (c): Layering of two CMY color filters to create a camera with switchable primaries
with the shift constrained to be in only one direction – CMY mode before shifting (a), RGB mode after shifting one of the layers one tile to
the right (b), and RGBCMY mode after shifting 2 tiles to the right. (d) and (e): Layering of a add-on CFA by constraining one layer to be
a Bayer CFA to create a camera with switchable LDR and HDR modes – the add-on pattern does not considerably affect the transmittance
when superimposed with a Bayer CFA without shifting giving the LDR mode (d), when shifted to the right on a Bayer CFA, some of the tiles
are similar to RGB filters and the rest become low transmittance ICY filters which capture HDR values providing the HDR mode (e). Note
that unlike all other CFAs in the paper, this has C, Y , R and B filters – not just CMY or RGB filters.

LDR/HDR camera using a commodity camera with an existing239

Bayer CFA on the sensor, we can specify B(i, j) to form a Bayer240

pattern and let the solver find only T (i, j). In this case, we have241

6 tiles (R,G,B,Ch,Mh,Yh) and the valid combinations are V =242

{(R,R,R),(G,G,G),(B,B,B),(G,B,Ch),(B,R,Mh),(R,G,Yd)}.243

There are two capture modes – LDR and HDR. In the LDR244

mode, the Bayer pattern dictates M1 = ( 1
4 ,

1
2 ,

1
4 ,0,0,0). However,245

note that it is difficult to define specific proportions for the low246

transmittance tiles of Ch, Mh and Yh since multiple different com-247

binations may all produce acceptable results. In such scenarios,248

we can define a range of proportions instead of a specific one. For249

example, we can define M2 = ( 1
8 ,

1
4 ,

1
8 , [

1
8

1
4 ], [

1
8

1
4 ], [

1
8

1
4 ]). Finally,250

one can also impose constraints on the patterns themselves to251

enforce certain desired properties such as non-adjacency of similar252

filters, or equal number of other filters in the neighborhood of each253

filter.254

However, note that a CSP solver may not always return a solution.255

For example, this is the case for the above set of constraints de-256

fined for the switchable LDR/HDR camera. One way to allevi-257

ate the situation in such scenarios is to provide more sets of valid258

combinations. For example, we can add constraints to denote that259

R, G and B can be generated differently than just superimpos-260

ing two layers of R, G and B. This can be achieved by adding261

{(Y,R,R),(C,G,G),(M,B,B)} to the aforementioned V . Further,262

we can also experiment with different filters. For example, instead263

of having Ch, Mh and Yh as the low transmittance filters, we can264

have an equivalent set of Ch, Ih, and Yh where Ih is an intensity filter265

and replaces Mh. Thus, in this case, we have a set of six different266

filters (R,G,B,Ch, Ih,Yh) where the valid superpositions for achiev-267

ing Ih are given by {(C,R, Ih),(M,G, Ih),(Y,B, Ih)}. By doing these268

changes, the CSP solver can now provide a solution for an add-on269

CFA to the Bayer CFA to achieve switchable LDR and HDR modes,270

as shown in Figure 6. Note that the top layer here consists of C, Y ,271

R and B tiles, instead of having just CMY or RGB tiles. We build a272

sample prototype for this, as explained in Section 6. However, note273

that in the LDR mode, R can be formed both by superimposing two274

R tiles or a R and a Y . Similarly, G and B can also be generated275

in two ways resulting in varying spectral transmittance of the same276

primary in this mode. However, we find in our prototype that this277

still produces acceptable results (Figure 14).278

Another way to assure a solution from the CSP solver is to weigh279

some constraints to be more important than the others. For example280

uni-directional shift can be an important design constraint, while281

non-adjacency of similar filter may not be as critical. Allowing such282

weights in the CSP solver results in a Markov Random Field that283

can be solved efficiently using AI techniques for bounded search.284

5 Results285

For the proof of concept of our camera with switchable operational286

modes, we used a time sequential capture of images using differ-287

ent layers of color filters in front of a monochrome camera to sim-288

ulate the shiftable layers of CFAs (Figure 7). For demonstrating289

switchable primaries, we captured the images by superimposing290

pairs of CMY filters, both like (C and C, M and M, and Y and Y )291

and unlike (C and M, M and Y , and C and Y ). For demonstrating292

switchable LDR/HDR mode, we captured images by superimpos-293

ing RGB filters. Next, to simulate the effect of capturing all these294

in a single shot, we pick each pixel from the appropriate image295

in this temporally multiplexed sequence. The image thus created,296

records only one primary at every pixel simulating the effect of the297

layered CFAs. We demosaic these image in software (Section 7) to298

achieve the final full-resolution image for either CMY, RGB or RG-299

BCY modes. The setup of Figure 7 provides us with high quality300

and high resolution results to prove the concept of shiftable layers301

of CFAs. However, alternate practical designs for such a camera302

without time multiplexing is described in Section 6.303

For the setup in Figure 7,

C
o

lo
r
 F

il
te

rs

Imaging

Lens

Monochrome

Sensor

Figure 7: Our first prototype where
color filters are temporally multi-
plexed to simulate our camera.

304

we used a monochrome305

2560× 1920 camera (EO-306

5012BL 2) and dichroic307

filters from EdmundOp-308

tics 1. The spectral trans-309

mittance of the CMY fil-310

ters (Figure 3) are obtained311

from the specifications in312

the manufacturers website313
1. For the LDR/HDR cam-314

era, we create RGB color315

filters by exposing 35mm316

Kodak films to appropriate317

lighting. To allow some318

amount of light (at least319

4%) to pass through in the320

HDR mode after the super-321

position of the shifted lay-322

ers, we did not fully expose the films. Figure 4 shows the transmit-323

tance profiles of these filters captured using a SOC-730 hyperspec-324

tral camera.325

Figure 8 shows the results for the switchable LDR and HDR modes.326

We use an adaptive logarithmic tone mapping operator [Drago et al.327

2003] to show the HDR image. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the328

results for the camera with switchable primaries. In the rest of the329

section, we quantify the advantage of our camera with switchable330

primaries.331

5.1 Superior Color Fidelity332

First, we discuss the superior color fidelity of our camera with333

switchable primaries in the RGBCY mode when compared to the334

RGB or CMY modes. For this we compared the images cap-335

tured by each mode of our prototype camera against those cap-336

2http://www.edmundoptics.com/onlinecatalog/displayproduct.cfm?
productID=1734

1The transmittance profile is available at
http://www.edmundoptics.com/onlinecatalog/displayproduct.cfm? produc-
tID=2947
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Figure 8: Left: A scene captured with the HDR mode of our cam-
era with switchable LDR and HDR mode . Right: The same scene
captured with the LDR mode of our camera (saturated sky and dark
trees). On the other hand, in the zoomed-in view the resolution of
the LDR image is higher than the HDR one, emphasizing the need
for flexibility based on the scene and application.
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Figure 9: Three examples of comparison between the ground truth
images captured with a SOC-730 hyperspectral camera and images
captured with our prototype camera with RGB, CMY, and RGBCY
capture modes. The gray images show the CIELAB ∆E difference
from the ground truth for each image along with the error statistics
(mean, maximum and standard deviation from mean). Note the bet-
ter color fidelity of the RGBCY mode, especially in the red-purple
and cyan-green colors. Also, note that in general the color fidelity
of CMY mode is much lower than the RGB mode.

tured by a SOC-730 hyperspectral camera at a spatial resolution337

of 1024×1024 and spectral resolution of around 9nm in the range338

of visible wavelengths from 420nm to 700nm. We used a data set339

of 35 such images.340

For comaparison, we generate four images in the CIE XYZ space.341

First, we compute a ground truth image from the captured hyper-342

Ground Truth RGBCY mode CMY mode RGB mode
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Figure 10: Three examples of comparison between the ground truth
and simulated images for RGB, CMY, and RGBCY capture modes
using the CAVE multi-spectral database. The gray images show the
CIELAB ∆E difference from the ground truth for each image along
with the error statistics (mean, maximum and standard deviation
from mean). Note the superior color fidelity of the RGBCY mode
when handling near-saturated shades of blue, green, and red.

spectral image by finding the CIE XYZ values at each pixel via a343

scalar dot product of the spectral response at that pixel, P(λ ), with344

the the standard observer’s sensitivity for the three sensors in the345

eye, x(λ ), y(λ ) and z(λ ) respectively. Next, we convert the images346

captured by the three different modes of our prototype to CIE XYZ347

space. The XYZ value corresponding to the captured color is com-348

puted by a weighted sum of the captured values, where the weights349

for each of the X , Y and Z are computed by finding the correla-350

tion of the known spectral transmittance profiles of the primaries351

(Figure 3) with x(λ ), y(λ ) and z(λ ) respectively. To quantify the352

perceptual difference of each of these camera captured images from353

the ground truth, we compute their ∆E differences in the CIELAB354

space. Further, to provide a feel of how these images would look355

on a standard sRGB display, we convert them to the sRGB space.356

Since the ∆E images do not involve errors due to clamping, they are357

better indicators of the differences seen by a human. To align the358

images captured by our camera and those from the hyperspectral359

camera, we use standard rectification techniques.360

Figure 9 shows a few examples from this set of 35 images along361

with the statistics (mean, maximum, and standard deviation from362
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Figure 11: Scenes captured with CMY (top) and RGB (bottom) modes of our camera is shown before (left) and after (right) applying the JBF
for a dark and a bright scene. The SNR are embedded on the top right of each image. For the dark scene, the CMY mode provides superior
SNR, particularly after applying the JBF. For the bright scene, the RGB mode provides superior SNR. The JBF reduces the noise but degrades
the overall perceptual quality of the image because of the reduced sharpness of the edges.

the mean) of the per-pixel ∆E error for each of these images. The363

average ∆E difference, over all the 35 images, for RGBCY mode364

was 1.95 units and 6.2 and 7.5 units for the RGB and CMY modes365

respectively. This is a perceptible difference of more than 1JND (3366

units of ∆E = 1 JND). Further, note that the RGBCY mode reduces367

the maximum deviation from the ground truth tremendously, when368

compared to the RGB and CMY modes – but some deviation still369

remains since five primaries are not sufficient to achieve the color370

fidelity of a hyperspectral camera with 30 spectral bands.371

In order to confirm the same result for an existing standard database,372

we use the CAVE multi-spectral image database [Yasuma et al.373

2008] that includes 31 pictures sampling the range of the visible374

wavelengths from 400nm to 700nm at 10nm increments at each375

pixel. We simulate the images captured by the camera in differ-376

ent modes using the spectral transmittance profile of the primaries377

(Figure 3) of that mode. Then, we compute the same ∆E difference378

as mentioned above for the simulated camera images in different379

modes.380

Figure 10 shows a few examples along with the statistics (mean,381

maximum, and standard deviation from the mean) of ∆E error. The382

results are similar to the first set of experiments with an average383

∆E difference of 2.12, 6.5 and 7.6 units for the RGBCY, RGB and384

CMY modes respectively. This confirms a significantly improved385

color fidelity in the RGBCY mode.386

5.2 Optimal Signal to Noise Ratio387

The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of an image is strongly related to388

the spectral properties of the color filters and the overall brightness389

of the scene. CMY CFAs are known to have higher SNR compared390

to RGB CFAs in dark scenes due to their higher spectral transmit-391

tance; but result in lower SNR for brighter scenes since the noise392

adds up when demultiplexing the RGB values from the captured393

CMY values. Our camera offers the best of both worlds by switch-394

ing between RGB and CMY modes.395

To demonstrate this, we present in the appendix a computational396

method to analyze the SNR of our camera theoretically. We com-397

SNRCMY (C)
SNRRGB(C)

SNRCMY (C)
SNRRGBCY (C)

SNRCMY (g)
SNRRGB(g)

SNRCMY (g)
SNRRGBCY (g)

M P M P M P M P
Dark 1.25 1.22 1.94 1.99 2.08 2.12 0.94 0.96

Bright 0.85 0.84 1.60 1.57 1.39 1.37 0.82 0.82

Table 1: Comparison of SNR ratios for C and g across CMY, RGB,
and RGBCY capture modes. M denotes measured and P denotes
predicted. Note that for all conditions, the measured ratios conform
closely to the predicted ones validating our SNR model.

pute two ratios, SNRCMY
SNRRGB

and SNRCMY
SNRRGBCY

(Equation 3), for both bright398

and dark scenes (Table 1). These are computed for captured color399

vectors C and for the intensity value g, obtained by the sum of the400

captured values across the multiple channels.401

To validate the model in practice, we measure the same ratios for402

a set of images captured by our prototype (Section 6) and compare403

them with those predicted using our SNR model in Equation 3. We404

use images of 20 different scenes for each of the dark and bright405

conditions, and we capture the same scene 25 times under the same406

illumination for each mode. To achieve such a controlled illumina-407

tion for this experiment, we use projector based illumination over a408

printed scene to vary the scene conditions from dark to bright. We409

vary the exposure time inversely proportional to the illumination410

intensity.411

To find the SNR for each scene, we first find the mean and variance412

estimators of the captured color vectors at each pixel using the 25413

images captured under the same illumination. From this, we can414

compute the per pixel noise-to-signal ratio which are then averaged415

across the pixels and inverted to find the average SNR of C. To find416

the SNR of g, we repeat the same process, but instead of using the417

color vectors, we use the sum of all the captured values.418

Table 1 shows the predicted and measured SNR ratios for both C419

and g. The closeness of the predicted and measured values in this420

table validates the accuracy of our noise model and show that for421

dark scenes, the SNR is more than 20% higher in the CMY mode422

than the RGB mode. But, for bright scenes, the RGB capture mode423

shows similar SNR advantage over the CMY mode. Also, when424
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compared to the RGBCY mode, the CMY mode has almost double425

the SNR for dark scenes. This is due to the very narrow band Cn and426

Yn primaries in the RGBCY mode. Thus, the greater color fidelity427

of the 5 color mode comes at the cost of reduced SNR.428
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Figure 12: ∆E difference from ground truth increasing luminance
level for RGB and CMY modes before and after the JBF. Longer ex-
posure time is used for lower luminance levels such that the amount
of light that reaches the sensor remains constant. The longest ex-
posure is 2 seconds and the shortest is 1 millisecond. We used ISO
400 for this experiment. The graph demonstrates that for low lumi-
nance levels CMY capture mode is superior particularly after ap-
plying the JBF. On the other hand, for high luminance levels RGB
capture mode without JBF results in superior SNR while the JBF
degrades the quality of the image.

Joint Bilateral Filtering: Table 1 shows that the SNR for g is much429

superior than the SNR for C, especially in the CMY mode (almost430

2 times), for both dark and bright scenes. Hence, we propose us-431

ing the intensity image g, obtained by adding all the primaries, as a432

guidance image to apply joint bilateral filtering (JBF) on each chan-433

nel of the captured image to achieve better SNR. However, JBF can434

also degrade the image fidelity by blurring the high-frequency de-435

tails. Hence, there is a trade off involved in the improvement in the436

SNR and the degradation in image fidelity.437

To evaluate this, we find the SNR of a scene after applying JBF for438

a particular mode using the aforementioned SNR analysis using the439

same set of 20 scenes after applying JBF. From this we find that for440

dark scenes, JBF improves the SNR of the CMY mode dramatically441

but does not affect the SNR of the RGB mode as much. Hence,442

after JBF, the CMY mode provides almost 70% better SNR than443

RGB mode (as opposed to 20% improvement without JBF).444

For bright scenes also, JBF improves the SNR. But this comes at445

the cost of degradation of the image fidelity. We measure this degra-446

dation using ∆E difference of the captured image, before and after447

applying the JBF, from a ground truth image in both CMY and RGB448

mode. To find the ground truth for each scene in a particular mode,449

we average the 25 images captured under the same illumination.450

Finally, we average these values thus computed across all the pixels451

and all the scenes captured in this mode to find the ∆E difference452

of it. From this metric, we find that the degradation in the im-453

age fidelity due to the JBF, offsets the improvement in the SNR in454

RGB mode much more than in CMY mode (Figure 12). Hence,455

for bright scenes, the highest image fidelity is achieved in the RGB456

mode without applying the JBF.457

6 Design Options and Prototypes458

In this section, we provide design options for embedding shiftable459

layers of CFAs in a real camera. We build some prototypes based460

on these designs and show some preliminary results from them.461

6.1 Mechanical Shift462

The easiest way to achieve shitable layers of CFA is to layer two463

CFAs on the CCD sensor during manufacturing. However, one464

of them should be equipped with a shift mechanism. This can be465

achieved using inexpensive (less than $175) linear staging devices466

devices (e.g. EdmundOptics Part Number NT56-416 5)) some of467

which allow linear shifts with 1 µm accuracy.468

To demonstrate the feasibility of this design, we used it to build469

a rudimentary prototype of our camera with switchable primaries.470

We opened up a monochrome 2560× 1920 camera (EO-5012BL471

from EdmundOptics) to expose its CCD sensor. We used printed472

35mm digital slides for the CFAs. Such slides can be printed in473

professional photo labs such as Swan Photo Labs 3 and cost about474

$4 for each slide. To implement the shift of one of the CFAs, we475

used a Metric Bar-Type Lens Holder 4 (price: $79). One of the476

CFA layers is mounted on the static part of the holder and the other477

one is mounted on the moving part (Figure 13). The screw on the478

moving section has 20 teeth each of height 0.5mm. Therefore, one479

turn of this screw results in 0.5mm shift of the moving CFA. Hence,480

by rotating the head of the screw by one degree in each direction481

we can move the part about 1.39µm.482

However, this setup has a tremendous scope of improvement when483

used for production. Our cheap CFAs has neither the resolution nor484

the light efficacy of the much superior glass CFAs used in standard485

cameras. The minimum size of the pixels in our printed patterns486

is 8.8µm× 8.8µm resulting in 4 times bigger pixel size in each487

dimension than our monochrome camera pixels (2.2µm×2.2µm).488

Further, the pixels are printed using light beams which do not pro-489

duce rectangular pixels but gaussian blurs. Therefore, we printed490

a pattern with 2 times larger pixels and one black line between ev-491

ery two adjacent pixels to prevent color bleeding. Consequently, a492

CFA pixel becomes 12 times bigger in each dimension when com-493

pared to a sensor pixel. To alleviate this mismatch in the pixel size,494

we separate the CFAs from the sensor. The image is first focussed495

on the CFAs and refocused on the sensor using an achromatic lens496

(25mm diameter and 30mm effective focal length). This lens also497

downsizes the CFA pixels by a factor of 3 in each dimension mak-498

ing the resolution mismatch a factor of 4 in each dimension. Even499

when considering the 4× 4 pixels on the sensor which are consid-500

ered as one pixel of the prototype, we observe considerable color501

bleeding between the adjacent pixels resulting in blurry CFA tiles.502

This is due to the glass cover over the sensor which acts as a dif-503

fuser. We could not remove this glass cover due to the fragility of504

the sensor. Hence, to nullify its effect we only consider the 2× 2505

center pixels of this 4× 4 groups of pixels in the sensor and aver-506

age their values to get the captured values. All these result in an507

overall large degradation in image quality and a low-resolution im-508

age of 640× 480. Figure 13 shows the picture of this prototype509

and some images captured by it. Further, in terms of size, note that510

16cm length of our 19cm long prototype contributes to refocus the511

image from the CFA to the imaging sensor which is unnecessary512

when one layer of the CFA is mounted directly on the sensor. Fi-513

nally, in terms of cost, the off-the-shelf devices that are used in our514

setup are not custom tailored for our application (for e.g. the Metric515

5http://www.edmundoptics.com/onlinecatalog/displayproduct.cfm?
productID=1844

3http://www.swanphotolabs.com/swan08/
4http://www.edmundoptics.com/onlinecatalog/displayproduct.cfm?

productID=2190/
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Figure 13: Left: Picture taken from our sample preliminary prototype. Middle: Zoomed-in view of the shifting mechanism from a different
angle. Right: Images taken with our prototype with RGB and CMY modes in different lighting conditions. Please note the better SNR of the
CMY mode for the dark scene (left) and the better SNR of the RGB mode for the lighted scene (right) in the zoomed-in views.

Printed

CFA

Lens 1
(Off Axis)

Lens 2

Rail

Bayer CFA

Imaging Lens Add-on Device Regular Camera HDR Mode LDR Mode

Figure 14: Left: This figure shows the design of the add-on device that be added to a regular Bayer LDR camera to achieve a HDR mode. A
pair of lens, separated by a fixed distance, is put between the Bayer CFA on the camera sensor and the printed CFA. The lens which is close
to the CFA is slightly off-axis. The amount of shift is controlled moving this two-lens ensemble on a rail. Right: We show the LDR and HDR
images captured by this prototype. Note the saturated sky in the LDR mode is better captured in the HDR mode.

Bar-Type Holder can hold much heavier weight than is required by516

a camera). Devices designed specifically and mass produced for a517

camera can turn out to be considerably cheaper.518

6.2 Optical Shift519

We also investigate another design which can be used as an add-520

on device on a DSLR camera to make it a camera with switchable521

modes. In this setup, the image is formed on the first CFA layer and522

then refocused on the second CFA layer which is attached to the523

sensor. The refocusing is done using two convex lenses with the524

same power. However, by making one of these lenses slightly off-525

axis we can shift the image in the off-axis direction. A precise shift526

can be obtained by controlling the placement of the lenses between527

the first CFA and the sensor (Figure 14).528

Let us assume the first lens is α units off-axis and the desired shift529

is β units. The magnification of the two lenses are s1 and s2 respec-530

tively, where s1s2 = 1. Assuming the second lens is axis aligned,531

the total shifting of the image is s2α = α

s1
. We desire this shift to be532

β . Hence, s1 = α

β
. Using standard thin lens equation, we find that533

in order to achieve this scale factor the first lens should be placed at534

distance d1 =
f (s1+1)

s1
from the CFA. The resulting image will be at535

distance f (s1+1)2

s1
from the CFA. In order to make s2 =

1
s1

, using thin536

lens equation, we find that the second lens should be at a distance537

f (s1− 1) behind the image of the first lens. Therefore the second538

lens should be placed at d2 =
f (s1+1)2

s1
− f (s1− 1) = 2 f + x1 and539

the image of this lens will be formed at x2 +
f (s1−1)

s1
= 4 f . Thus,540

irrespective of s1 and s2 the distance between the CFA and the sen-541

sor should be 4 f and the distance between the lenses should be 2 f .542

Different β can be achieved just by moving the lens pair to different543

positions between the CFA and sensor.544

The main advantage of this setup is that a small movement of the545

CFAs can be precisely controlled by a few orders of magnitude546

larger movement of the pair of lenses. For example in our setup547

we used two lenses with f = 3cm. When we do not want to shift548

the image, we can simply place the first lens at distance f from the549

first CFA. In the shifted state, we chose α = 10β = 264µm. There-550

fore, x1 =
f (s+1)

s = 3.3cm. Thus, we can achieve 26.4µm shift by551

moving the lenses 3mm away from the CFA. Further the setup can552

be considered as an addition to any normal camera with wide-band553

CFA without changing any of the parts inside the camera. However,554

in terms of size, this is relatively large since the image is focused555

twice on the two CFA layers.556

We used this optical shift to design a prototype switchable557

LDR/HDR camera. We use a Canon Rebel Xsi camera which has558

a Bayer CFA on its sensor. Then we use the CFA presented in Fig-559

ure 6 for the second CFA layer. Finally, we used two lenses with560

25mm diameter and 30mm effective focal length with the first lens561

moved 264µm off-axis to achieve the optical shift. For CFA, we562

used 35mm digital slides. All the issues of resolution and quality563

degradation that exists in the previous prototype also exists here and564

are handled similarly. However, since at least one layer of the CFA565

is a high quality one, we achieve better results (Figure 14).566

7 Discussion567

Demosaicing: Our camera with switchable modes have novel CFA568
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patterns whose behavior to standard demosaicing is studied here.569

There are several demosaicing methods in the literature, often suit-570

able for particular CFA patterns. Freeman [Freeman 1988] uses a571

median filter to process the inter-channel differences of demosaiced572

images obtained by bilinear interpolation. Some other methods in-573

vestigate the spatial and frequency characteristics of the image to574

achieve better demosaicing. For example, edge classifiers are of-575

ten used to identify the best directions for interpolating the missing576

color values [Li 2005; Hamilton and Adams 1997]. [Gunturk et al.577

2002] uses a scheme to exploit spectral correlation by alternately578

projecting the estimates of the missing color values onto constraint579

sets based on original CFA samples and prior knowledge of spectral580

correlation.581

Bilnear Gunturk Li Lu & Tan Minimum
Switch/Fig 1

RGB 1.07 1.03 1.01 0.92 0.92
CMY 1.11 0.98 0.92 1.00 0.92
RGBCY 1.40 1.28 1.18 1.16 1.16

Switch/Fig 11
RGB 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.71 0.71
CMY 1.08 0.98 0.89 0.88 0.88
RGBCY 1.39 1.28 1.17 1.16 1.16

LDR/HDR
LDR 0.84 0.83 0.75 0.70 0.70
HDR 1.63 1.48 1.39 1.41 1.39

Bayer 0.82 0.79 0.74 0.73 0.73

Table 2: Comparison of the performance of several demosaic-
ing methods for different capture modes of our camera. We used
CIELab difference from a non-mosaics image as the error metric.

In addtion to bilinear interpolation, we experimented with several582

more recent demosaicing methods [Gunturk et al. 2002; Li 2005;583

Lu and Tan 2003] to evaluate their suitability for our particular584

CFA patterns in Figures 2, and 6. To quantify this, we find the585

average ∆E difference of the demosaiced image from the original586

non-mosaiced image in the CIELAB space. We also compare this587

to the error due to demosaicing for a Bayer pattern.588

Table 2 summarizes this evaluation and shows that though most589

methods work well for the different modes, each mode favors some590

demosaicing methods over others. Most importantly, demosaicing591

artifacts from the RGB mode of the pattern in Figure 2 is compara-592

ble to the Bayer pattern and even slightly better when considering593

the minimum error of the methods. However, the pattern in Figure 6594

shows higher error in the same mode primarily due to adjacent tiling595

of similarly colored filters. Also, the CMY mode of both our pat-596

terns show more error than the RGB mode. Finally, the RGBCY597

mode shows more error than RGB or CMY mode. This emphasizes598

the need for camera with switchable primaries where lesser noise599

and demosaicing artifacts can be traded over color fidelity when600

it is not of critical importance. Further, like any single shot HDR601

camera, our camera with switchable LDR and HDR mode compro-602

mises spatial resolution in HDR mode (Figure 8). This manifests603

itself as larger demosaicing errors for the HDR mode than the LDR604

mode.605

Effects on Light Efficiency: Usually RGB CFAs are built using606

layered combinations of CMY dyes [Gunturk et al. 2005] in a fash-607

ion equivalent to our RGB mode. Hence, layering CFAs does not608

compromise the spectral transmittance in the RGB mode of the609

switchable camera. Since the current filters have light efficiency610

close to 90%, even in the CMY mode, there is only a small loss611

in the light efficiency (around 10%) that is outweighed by the 70%612

improvement in the SNR in this mode.613

8 Conclusion614

In summary, we present the concept of shiftable layering of CFAs615

to achieve multiple switchable operational modes within the same616

camera. We demonstrate two different cameras using this concept:617

a camera with switchable primaries that can operate in the RGB,618

CMY and 5-color RGBCY modes; and a camera with switchable619

LDR and HDR capture modes. The camera with switchable pri-620

maries can provide superior color fidelity for colorful scenes and621

the optimal SNR for both dark and bright scenes. The camera with622

LDR and HDR modes can trade off resolution to capture a higher623

dynamic range. Further, we show that the general idea of CFA624

layering can be posed as a constraint satisfaction problem to find625

CFA patterns based on the design constraints. Finally, we propose626

some simple designs to explore the practical feasibility of embed-627

ding such shifted layering of CFAs in real cameras in the future.628
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Appendix695

Our signal-to-noise ratio analysis is inspired by prior work on il-696

lumination multiplexing [Schechner et al. 2007]. To capture the697

effect of the illumination from a single light source in a scene lit by698

multiple lights, images can be captured by illuminating the scene699

with each light source at a time. However, this leads to consider-700

able noise due to the low illumination, especially in shadow and oc-701

cluded regions. [Schechner et al. 2007] shows that acquiring images702

with multiple multiplexed lights reduces the effect of noise. The ef-703

fect of each light source can then be recovered by demultiplexing704

the captured values. The scenario with cameras is analogous. The705

primaries of a narrow band camera are designed to capture each of706

the red, green and blue channels separately. Whereas, the primaries707

of a broad band camera multiplex these bands to improve the light708

efficiency. Hence, we propose a similar paradigm for analyzing the709

SNR of different multiplexed or non-multiplexed capture modes in710

different scene lighting conditions.711

Modeling SNR: Let us consider a color basis with n channels712

whose spectral transmittance overlaps minimally (e.g. RGB). Let713

the total number of photons reaching the camera from a spatial point714

before being filtered by the primaries be α . Hence, α changes spa-715

tially with the scene content and also with the change in aperture or716

shutter speed of the camera. For a general camera, let us assume m717

physical color filters which multiplex these n channels during cap-718

ture by transmitting or blocking each channel completely (e.g. a719

cyan primary transmits B and G but blocks R). Let the transmittance720

of these m primaries be given by T = (t1, t2, . . . , tm)T . If we assume721

that the light coming in is evenly distributed across all wavelengths,722

then the expected value of the amount of light passing through any723

primary is given by αT . Let us now consider a m×n multiplexing724

matrix M such that M(i, j) is 1 if channel i, 1≤ i≤ n, is passed and725

0 otherwise. Hence, the expected values computed for each channel726

i, ci, is given by E(ci) =αM−1
i T , where M−1

i is the ith row of M−1.727

We define the expected value E(C) of the vector C = (c1, . . . ,cn) to728

be a vector given by E(C) = (E(c1), . . . ,E(cn)).729

There are several sources of noise in any imaging pipeline. For the730

sake of simplicity we assume the noise level is always computed731

for the same sensor gain, i.e. ISO number. The sources of noise732

can be categorized into signal-dependent or signal-independent733

noise [Schechner et al. 2007; Alter et al. 2006; Ratner and Schech-734

ner 2007]. The signal dependent noise can be expressed as a Pois-735

son distribution of the photons that reach the sensor, i.e. each pixel.736

Since this is dependent on the number of photons, it is the dominant737

noise when the number of photons is high, i.e. for lighted scenes.738

The variance of the signal dependent noise for each primary j is739

therefore proportional to the expected captured values αt j. Finally,740

we assume the variance of this signal independent noise is the same741

across all the primaries, S.742

Hence the total variance for channel i is given by σ2
i =743

∑
m
j=1(M

−1
i j )2(αt j + S). For dark scenes, the signal indepen-744

dent noise dominates and the above equation becomes σ2
i =745

∑
m
j=1(M

−1
i j )2S. For bright scenes, on the other hand, the sig-746

nal dependent noise dominates and the above equation becomes747

σ2
i = ∑

m
j=1(M

−1
i j )2αt j. Now, we define the total variance for C748

as a vector σC = (σi, . . . ,σn). Hence, the signal to noise ratio for C749

is given by750

SNR(C) =
|E(C)|
|σC|

(3)

However, note that defining the SNR for the intensity image g ob-751

tained by adding the captured values from the m filters is much sim-752

pler. In this case, E(g) =α ∑
m
i=1 ti and the σg =

√
∑

m
i=1 S+αti. For753

dark scenes, σg =
√

∑
m
i=1 S, and for bright scenes, σg =

√
∑

m
i=1 αti754

Hence, the SNR(g) = E(g)
σg

.755

For any camera, we usually know the matrix M−1. For example,756

the matrix M for an RGB camera is a 3×3 identity matrix since the757

channels and the filters are identical. Hence, M−1 is also identity.758

But, for CMY cameras with that capture multiplexed RGB chan-759

nels, the matrix M and M−1 are as follows.760

MCMY =

 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

 , M−1
CMY =

1
2

 −1 1 1
1 −1 1
1 1 −1

 (4)

Or, when considering the 5-primary mode of our camera, n = 5761

since we can capture 5 almost non-overlapping color channels as762

shown in Figure 3(d). However, m = 6. This means that M is not a763

square matrix, but a 6×5 matrix and M−1 is a non-unique pseudo-764

inverse. M and one such pseudo inverse are shown below.765

M =



1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0

 M−1 =


1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 −1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0


(5)

Further, note that when computing the ratios of the SNRs of two766

cameras (for e.g. RGB and CMY) for dark or bright scenes, for767

both SNR(C) or SNR(g), we do not need to know either α or S since768

they cancel out. So, as long as we know the transmittance of the pri-769

maries Figure 3, we can easily predict the relative improvement or770

degradation of SNR. Since we know the exact transmittance of the771

primaries in our camera, we use this to predict two ratios, SNRCMY
SNRRGB

772

and SNRCMY
SNRRGBCY

, for both bright and dark scenes (Table 1).773
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